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Adapting the SES Framework for Understanding Individuals’ Role in Collective 

Actions in the Energy Transition 

Vanja Djinlev 

ETH Zurich, Department of Environmental Systems Science (D-USYS), Institute for 

Environmental Decisions, USYS TdLab  

 

Societies are faced with a pressing challenge of addressing climate change as the greatest 

threat to human health. Tackling this global issue requires a unified global approach, driven 

by strong political leadership, bold technological investments, and changing consumer habits. 

Embedded within this wicked problem is the negative environmental effect of the energy 

industry which in turn demands a fundamental shift in how resources are used, supplied, and 

consumed. 

Within this energy transition, individuals and private consumers are expected to play a greater 

part in the larger energy system. Instead of having a passive role as in the current, vertically 

organized energy system composed by producers, suppliers, and consumers, individuals are 

increasingly becoming active participants (prosumers), being able to influence the energy 

system from an individual or from a coordinated, community position. Supported by the uptake 

of cleaner energy technologies, the existence of these communities shifts the focus from the 

technical aspects of the energy transition to the social elements and engagements rooted in 

the functions of every society. These community coordination activities are novel forms of 

engagement in the context of the energy transition and considering their role and function to 

achieve a common objective, they can be classified as collective actions. 

To further support the emergence of energy communities as one form of individuals’ active 

participation in the energy transition, different drivers and barriers of collective actions need 

to be identified. For this reason, Ostrom’s socio-ecological systems (SES) framework is 

adapted and adopted for analyzing past collective actions, as the utilization of this 

interdisciplinary framework enables the comparison of various forms of actions and social 

movements across different contexts and historical periods. The analysis also shows the role 

of the individual in the collective action, and more specifically, the role that leadership has in 

reaching the common objective of the community or the society. 
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Behavior is an important topic to study if we want to accelerate the energy transition. Research 

on behaviour in the energy transition often focuses on the individual levelor the societal level. 

Less scientific attention goes to the group level (de Vries et al., 2021). Because of the lack of 

scientific attention to the impact of group behaviour in the energy transition, it is for instance 

unknown how bottom-up energy initiatives ‘’function and sustain’’ (Steg et al., 2021, p.5). This 

white spot is unfortunate because groups can significantly impact the energy transition, for 

instance by producing and using local renewable energy, raising environmental awareness 

(Lupi et al., 2021), or founding a social norm that could eventually lead to a social tipping point 

(Stadelmann-Steffen et al., 2021). 

The scope of this research is on bottom-up neighbourhood initiatives that center around 

sustainable energy and/or mobility technology. To understand the relevance of neighbourhood 

groups on the energy transition and effectively use this knowledge to develop technology and 

policy, we need to investigate the underlying social-psychological processes. Insight into the 

dynamics of neighbourhood initiatives could illustrate interaction patterns within the group and 

the social-psychological influences that spur individuals’ acceptance and use of sustainable 

technology. Social-psychological processes relate to group dynamics, but also to individual 

factors, such as personal motivation for participation in a community project (Sloot et al., 

2019). 

Our research investigates how neighborhood initiatives impact the energy transition by 

collectively using sustainable energy and mobility technology, and which underlying social-

psycholigical processes determine social group dynamics. We will first present a typology of 

interactions collective neighbourhood initiatives have with (different) sustainable energy and 

mobility technologies. Second, we will present a conceptual model illustrating the most 

influential social-psycholigical factors determining social group dynamics. 
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CITIZENS’ WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE AND INVEST IN ENERGY COMMUNITY 

INITIATIVES: THE CASE OF GREECE 

Spyridon Karytsas, Eleni Theodoropoulou 

Harokopio University, Greece  

 

The transition of societies to sustainable models of production and consumption is a major 

challenge of our times. In addition to changing behavior at the individual level, systemic 

transformation through collective action is required to address the challenges of existing 

energy systems, as collective action has historically been a successful driving force for social 

transformation. In this context, energy communities can contribute to the efficient production 

and distribution of energy and contribute to achieving climate goals, by assigning new roles to 

citizens and local communities, placing them at the center of the energy system. In this 

direction, through Law 4513/2018, energy communities were recently established in Greece. 

The present research, through the examination of energy communities in Greece, suggests 

the following research questions: 

 What is the level of public awareness about energy communities? What are the factors 

that affect the level of information? 

 What is the level of citizens' intention to participate in the energy communities? In what 

ways do they prefer to participate? What are the factors that influence these decisions? 

 What is the intention of the citizens to invest in the energy communities? Which financial 

instruments do they prefer? What are the factors that influence these decisions? 

 In what kind of activities do citizens prefer to participate in within the energy 

communities? What are the factors that influence their preferences? 

 Do citizens intend to participate and invest in energy communities where public and 

private entities and local authorities also participate? Which factors affect their specific 

preferences? 

 Is there a relation between participation intention, investment intention, and preferences 

regarding financial instruments, concerning the level of information, the type of activity, 

and the composition of the energy communities? 




